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ABSTRACT

There are two main purposes of performance appraisal. First, it is done to evaluate the past performance of employees in order to give sufficient and necessary data for personnel decision making. This is called evaluational purpose. Second, it is meant to be one of the strategies to motivate employees in order to increase their productivity. This one is called motivational purpose (Roberts & Pavlik, 1996). Most of researches on performance appraisal focused on the appraisal processes that governed by the evaluational paradigm, while motivational purpose, which is also the ultimate purpose of performance appraisal (Roberts & Pavlik, 1996), is not widely researched yet (see appendix). This paper discusses the differences between those two paradigms and argue why the focus should be shifted from evaluational to motivational purpose. The proposed characteristics of a new performance appraisal design is also discussed.
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EVALUATIONAL PURPOSE

Evaluational paradigm defines the performance appraisal as a process to assess employee's past performance and evaluate them based on certain criteria. The result of this process then to be used for personnel decision making such as, deciding on monetary rewards, transfers, assignments and layoffs or terminations (Digboye, Smith, and Howell, 1994).

The kinds of problems that have to be addressed then are, what should be evaluated and how to evaluate them accurately. These lead to the issues of validity and reliability of a performance appraisal measures. Therefore, to develop a good perfor-
mance appraisal system, things that must be considered are, reliability, practicality, relevance, fairness and discriminativeness (Dipboye, Smith, and Howell, 1994).

PROBLEMS AND ATTEMPTS TO SOLVE

In order to develop a performance appraisal system that comply to those characteristics, researcher found what Dipboye, Smith and Howell (1994) call as rating effects, i.e. several systematic tendencies to rate in certain direction. These effects include halo, leniency, central tendency, severity, context, order, negativity and a lot more. Among those effects halo and leniency are the most widely considered rating effects in performance appraisal researches (Woehr and Huffcutt, 1994; Dipboye, Smith and Howell, 1994).

Halo effects is tendencies to give the same level of rating across all dimension. For example, “an employee who is seen as having a good attitude might be evaluated positively on not only attitude but other dimensions, such as quantity and quality of performance” (Dipboye, Smith and Howell, 1994).

Leniency effects are tendencies to give all employees toward the positive ratings. This could happen because the rater does not want to be considered as a mean person or, he/she personally likes the rates. Villanova, Bernardin, Dahmus, and Sims (1993) call this situation as performance appraisal discomfort.

Beside those rating effects, other issue concerning evaluational purpose of performance appraisal is rating accuracy. Rating accuracy deals with the comparison of rater judgments against a standard or actual performance. For example if an employee has made all necessary effort to do his/her job, those efforts might not be considered by the rater because of not being informed or having memory problems. That leads to inaccuracy in performance rating.

In order to manage and minimize these shortcomings in the process of performance appraisal, several rater training methods had been developed. Those methods are categorized in four kinds of rater training: rater error training, performance dimension training, frame-of-reference training and behavioral observation training (Woehr and Huffcutt, 1994).

Rater error training. Rater error training attempts to eliminate rating effects such as halo and leniency. The training guides the participants to recognize those rating effects and encourage to avoid them on the process of performance rating. This way it is believed that the rating process will be more effective and the rating effects will be minimized.

A meta analysis study by Woehr and Huffcutt (1994) showed that this type of training has failed to reduce rating effects effectively. The effect size (d) for reducing halo effects is .33 and leniency effects is only .21. Cohen (1977) suggests an effect size of 2 represents a small effect, an effect size of .5 represents a medium effect and effect size of .8 represents a large effect.

Performance dimension training. The performance dimension training deals with the dimension of performance that will be used in the ratings. The focus of the performance dimension training is the cognitive processing of information by the raters. Those cognitive processes are the key to rater training. The major premise is that an understanding of the way in which raters process information with respect to evaluation will lead to training strategies that improve the effectiveness of performance ratings.

If raters trained recognize and use the appropriate dimensions on which rating will be required, this should lead to dimension
relevant judgment as opposed to a more global judgment. This process is believed to lead to more accurate rating across dimension. Thus the objective of this type of training is to increase accuracy in rating.

The research results showed that this type of training does not effective enough to increase accuracy in rating. The effect size is even less than what is considered to be weak effect by Cohen (1977) with d = .13 (Woehr and Huffcutt, 1994).

Frame-of-reference training. The third kind of rater training is called frame-of-reference training. This training required a frame-of-reference as a standard to measure the accuracy of the rating. Trainee first being familiarized with certain standard of evaluation. Familiarity with these standards is believed to be able to lead to the increase of rating accuracy.

The frame-of-reference training is a more elaborate strategy than the performance dimension training. As an addition to performance dimensionality, it is also focus on performance standards. It is also a strategy of the social cognitive approach to performance appraisal.

In frame-of-reference training raters are trained with respect to common evaluation standards. The standards include a sample of behavioral incidents representing the dimension of performance.

This approach improves the results of performance dimension approach especially on the increase of rating accuracy. The effect size for accuracy increase is .83 (Woehr and Huffcutt, 1994). However, this approach does not improve other aspects as well (halo: d = .13; leniency: d = .15).

Behavioral observation training. The last approach to be discussed here called behavioral observation training. The idea is to eliminate or minimize the "on-line" effect of evaluation. In this approach rater is trained to differentiate between behavior observation and behavior evaluation. Observation process should be separated from evaluation process. On the observation process rater should only observe and take note on the ratee's behavior, or it is a data collection process. After data was collected, then the evaluational process will begin with analyzing the data and judging the quality and quantity of the behaviors related to performance.

The training process involve a memory measure. It also covers the ability to detect and the influence of perception to a specific behavioral events. In this training the measure is not on the rating accuracy but rather on the observational accuracy. The more accurate observation the more effective the evaluation to be, is the premise of this particular approach.

Research by Woehr and Huffcutt (1994) showed that the effect of the behavioral observation training to rating accuracy is between moderate to high effect (d = .77) but less effective in increasing observational accuracy (d = .49).

SHORTCUT IDEAS TO SOLVE THE PROBLEM

As attempts to recede those effects failed, some shortcut procedures was developed to force the fulfillment for one of the characteristics for a good appraisal governed by evaluational paradigm: distinctiveness. Those procedures are comparative procedures, which main purpose is to compare employees to each other on their job performance. Comparative procedures includes (a) ranking (b) paired comparison and (c) forced distribution (Dipboye, Smith and Howell, 1994).

Ranking puts employees in a list of quality performance. "They are ranked from the best to the worst on each dimension and/or on overall performance" (Dipboye,
In paired comparison employees are being paired to all possible referent others. The appraiser make judgments on who is better in every pairs. Those who received more favorable judgments will be considered as having better performance.

Forced distribution groups employees as if their performance constitute a normal distribution. Based on the normal curve employees are groups in several performance categories (e.g. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) with systematic number of quota in each group (e.g. 10% for 1, 20% for 2, 40% for 3, 20% for 4 and 10% for 5). In other words, only 10% of employees can receive the highest performance rating.

The main problem of comparative procedures is not only accuracy and fairness, but more on the culture it creates in the relationships among employees. In order to be the best, employees will compete against each other, while they should be cooperating. Deutsch (1949) in his experiment found that cooperation among colleagues showed characteristics that every organization would like to have:

1. Coordination of efforts.
2. Diversity in amount of contributions per member.
3. Sub-division of activities.
4. Achievement pressure.
5. Attentiveness to fellow members.
6. Mutual comprehension of communication.
7. Common appraisals of communication.
8. Orientation and orderliness.
9. Productivity per unit time.
10. Quality of products and of discussions.
11. Friendliness during discussion.
14. Perception of favorable effects upon fellow members.
15. Incorporation of the attitude of the generalized other.

It is obvious that the comparative procedures have been misleading. It is in conflict with the organization and employees goals. Deming (1992) said that "it will bring up the worst of people". Because if people cannot become better or improve themselves, then the other option to be number one is to make others worse than him/her. This way of thinking will lead to office politics and unnecessary conflicts that bring up the worst of people.

This mistake is due to a paradigm defect. It is not merely because of wrong processes or wrong techniques, but rather because of mistakenly focus on the wrong purpose of the process. These procedures force the evaluational purpose to be in place but neglect the motivational purpose, which is the main purpose of performance appraisal.

**MOTIVATIONAL PURPOSE**

The researches based on the evaluational paradigm mostly failed to provide evidences in order to improve the effectiveness of performance ratings. Halachmi (1993) stated that the focus on evaluational purpose in performance appraisal researches is "expensive, has limited value and may even be dysfunctional for improving future performance."

It is like a metaphor of trying to find a black cat in the dark room painted black, at night with no light. It requires a lot of energy and creativity, but only to find out that the cat is not in that room at all. The problem is not how to find the best way to do it, but we have to move to the other room. We must
change our focus to motivational purpose. Instead of looking to the past, motivational purpose focus on the future. Halachmi (1993) proposes a concept of performance targeting as a replacement for the performance appraisal process. It is a process "which embraces a strategic perspective and an orientation toward the future." "Performance targeting shift the focus from documenting and evaluating an employee's work to assessing the partnership between a subordinate and a supervisor" (Halachmi, 1993).

Halachmi (1993) and Deming (1992) suggest to eliminate the performance appraisal system at all. They believe that it will bring out more harms than giving value to overall organizational goals and objectives.

However, if the performance appraisal system is eliminated at all, other problems may come up. How can we know the strength of the company's current human resources? What are promotion and job rotation based on? Looking to the past is also important as long as not being trapped by the past.

Therefore a new performance appraisal system is needed. A system that can learn from the past and manage the future of job performance. Agreement between employee and supervisor (rater) on the performance appraisal results is one of the essential criteria for this new system. If the employee feels that the rating is not fair he/she will be demotivated. This is well explained by Adam's equity theory. In motivational paradigm the consequences of the rating process or results is more important since it will lead to working harder or achieving higher productivity.

This process acknowledges subjective judgment. In the evaluational paradigm subjectivity is avoided because, "subjective judgments of performance tend to introduce a great deal of distortion into the measurement process" (Woehr and Huffcutt, 1994). Since our purpose is not to evaluate, those distortions do not really matter as much. As long as both employee's and supervisor's combined subjectivities resulting in a higher motivation or drive to improve the productivity, subjectivity is accepted.

One value that can be derived from evaluational researches is that we cannot eliminate subjective judgment. Therefore, we can not deny it. We have to accept subjectivity and work around it to fulfill our purpose.

Schneider and Steiner (1996) propose one strategy to achieve higher level of agreement between self and supervisory performance ratings. They argue that common comparison standards will lead to higher agreement. "A comparison standard represents the benchmark, or standard, against which a rater compares the ratee's performance" (Schneider and Steiner, 1996).

Lack of agreement between employee and supervisor on the performance rating is caused by the differential comparison standards. This occurs when "raters select different referent individuals, groups, or specific standards on which to base their rating." (Schneider and Steiner, 1996). Therefore, common comparison standards should be established in order to increase correlation between different raters ratings (see Schneider and Steiner, 1996).

There are five types of comparison standards, i.e. ambiguous, internal, absolute, relative, and multiple. Ambiguous comparison standards is applied the criteria stated in general terms and lack of operational definition. Internal comparison standards is comparison with self. Absolute comparison standards is comparison with some objective measure. Relative comparison standards is comparison with others in workgroup. Multiple comparison standards combine more than one standards.
Among these five, absolute and multiple comparison standards are the strongest in order to enable high correlation between self and supervisory ratings. With absolute comparison standards correlation between self and supervisory rating is \( r = .50 \), and with multiple comparison standard \( r = .55 \) (Schrader and Steiner, 1996).

CONCLUSION

As a conclusion, a new criteria for a good performance appraisal is proposed to be examined in future studies of performance appraisal. One big shift of focus should be taken: instead of focusing on evaluational purpose, future study of performance appraisal should focus on motivational purpose, which investigates the influences of performance appraisal processes on motivation and higher productivity.

The new design or procedures of performance appraisal should eliminate comparison among employees, since the main purpose of it is to increase productivity. Increasing productivity cannot be achieved ar
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